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The Department of Energy and Honeywell are committed to serving our community and
engaging with universities, civic partners, and students in Kansas City and Albuquerque.
We employ more than 3,500 employees at the Kansas City National Security Campus, and
instilling a culture of acceptance for the uniqueness each employee brings to fulfilling our
national security mission is one of our top priorities as leaders.
We are proud to be part of a workforce that values and respects everyone regardless of gender,
educational background, age, thinking style, family status, sexual orientation, religion, culture, or
racial and ethnic differences. We strive to create a workplace in which each employee is empowered,
has the opportunity to grow and develop, and is recognized for his or her contribution.
Our success rests on the abilities of our people, and for that reason, we have a strong commitment
to our engagement in the community to attract future talent as well as retain our existing talent. We
invite you to review this report to see how we engage with our community counterparts with a focus
on diversity.
Mark Holecek	
John Ricciardelli
Site Leader 	
President
Department of Energy 	
Honeywell Federal
	
Manufacturing & Technologies
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At Honeywell, our approach to diversity is based on the strong belief that valuing diversity is a
competitive advantage to be successful in a global economy. Honeywell values include diversity
and respecting all individuals for their unique differences.
Our Diversity Strategy supports our Diversity and Inclusion vision to enable Honeywell FM&T
to build and leverage a diverse and inclusive workforce to achieve superior business results
by attracting, developing and retaining the best and brightest from all walks of life and
backgrounds. We strive to enable a culture of inclusion where all individuals feel respected, are
treated fairly, provided work-life balance, and an opportunity to excel in their chosen careers.
Our diversity strategy addresses four key areas of emphasis:
•
•
•
•

People
Professional Development & Community Partnerships
Community Engagement & Partnerships
Small Business & Economic Development Programs

But don’t take our word for it. Read stories directly from those we engage throughout the year to
support our vision to be the world’s most trusted source for national security.
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT:
INTERN PROGRAM

DIVERSITY STRATEGIES
People

Honeywell’s workforce is distinguished by differences in cultures,
religions, values, background, gender identity, education, and
work styles. Being able to lead diversity effectively impacts core
processes, employee morale, and productivity. Through diverse
teams focused on problem-solving issues, Honeywell enables
employees—all employees—to meet and exceed customer
expectations. Continuous efforts are made to eliminate barriers to
employees’ pursuit of success, personally and professionally.

Intern Program
The Honeywell internship program is an excellent source
for recruiting a diverse group of individuals. The 10-week
program offers highly motivated students the opportunity for
employment and the chance to apply their talents and skills to
on-the-job projects.
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During the summer of 2017, Honeywell hosted approximately
38 student interns. Some of the students were members of
organizations that serve as our diverse industry partners such as
the National Society of Black Engineers, Society of Hispanic
Engineers, Society of Women Engineers and Grace
Hopper. In 2017, thirteen interns accepted full-time
employment with Honeywell.

Delaney Sexton • Mechanical Engineer
A career as a wedding planner was the future Delaney Sexton had planned for herself until she was a
junior at Truman High School. After falling in love with calculus and physics her senior year, Delaney
shifted her focus to engineering.
She attended the University of Missouri of Science & Technology and, after two internships, she
began questioning whether a career in engineering was right for her.
“I wanted to be closer to home and work for a company with a more purposeful mission,”
says Delaney.
During a career fair, Delaney met with a Honeywell recruiter, who shared our mission. A
granddaughter of a Marine and Navy veteran, it piqued her interest how she could serve
our men and women in uniform. When Delaney landed an interview with Honeywell, she
immersed herself with data to better prepare. “I had heard the name Honeywell from their
traditional products, but I didn’t know what I was getting myself into,” says Delaney.
Everything fell into place; Delaney liked being closer to home, the unique bond with other interns
and working at the Kansas City National Security Campus. This summer Delaney will lead the
summer intern planning committee and hopes they enjoy their internship as much as she did.
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Minority Serving Institution
Partnership Program
Imani Ballard • Mechanical Engineer I
Imani Ballad was a freshman at Howard University when she first heard about the
Minority Service Institution Partnership Program. She was participating in a summer
program to teach middle schoolers how to use 3D printing software and was
fortunate to present the program at Honeywell in 2014. She took advantage
of her situation and asked for internship opportunities at Honeywell. That
landed Imani an internship spot in 2015 and 2016 at the Kansas City
National Security Campus. She performed so well that she was hired and
started in the summer of 2017.
“The program at Honeywell helps bridge Historically Black Colleges
and Universities to Corporate America,” says Imani, Mechanical
Engineer I. “It’s a great opportunity to help you understand what to
expect outside of school.”
Imani believes the simulation experience she gained during her
internship gave her an advantage over her fellow students.
When she graduated, Imani also wanted to work for a company that was
involved in the community. Since joining Honeywell, she has already supported
several community events to get young girls and middle school students
interested in engineering.
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DIVERSITY STRATEGIES (continued)
Minority Serving Institution Partnership Program

members the opportunity to share experiences, provide advice,
and address unique member concerns. The ultimate goal of these
The Minority Serving Institution Partnership Program helps build
groups is to enhance the success of our objectives and integrate
a sustainable Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
diversity deeper into the organization by focusing predominantly
(STEM) pipeline between Department of Energy (DOE) facilities
on attracting, retaining, and developing minority and female
and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU). The
talent. In addition, it is anticipated that these groups will help
program provides high school and college students with the
create, support, and maintain a world-class, diverse workforce
cutting-edge resources and technology housed at DOE facilities to
by providing opportunities for non-members to increase their
increase STEM student retention.
awareness through education and exposure.
• For the 2017 summer internship program, Honeywell hired
Veterans Employee Resource Group
one intern from Howard University
The Veterans group focuses on the support, comradery and esprit
• Honeywell hosted 15 students from Lincoln University
de corps of Honeywell and Kansas City-area veterans. In 2017, the
• Honeywell also offered a job to a student at North Carolina
group organized the following to raise awareness:
Agricultural and Technical State University
• Set-up a Missing Man Table for Memorial Day to bring
awareness and honor the memory of fallen, missing or
Employee Resource Groups
imprisoned military service members
In 2017, Honeywell’s Employee Resource Groups promoted
• Recognized eight Honeywell veterans in a Veteran’s Day display
diversity through employee involvement and engagement. These
groups are forums for employees who share common ethnicities,
• Hosted the first Marine Corps Birthday Cake Cutting Ceremony
backgrounds, interests, characteristics, or perspectives, and allow
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DIVERSITY STRATEGIES (continued)
• Supported the second Veteran’s Community Project build, which
will provide an ADA-compliant tiny home for a homeless vet
• Built hunting blinds for Camp Valor, which supports disabled
veterans and their families
• Attended recruiting events at Whiteman Air Force Base, Fort
Leavenworth, and Fort Riley to attract transitioning military
members to open Honeywell positions
• Taught transition assistance classes at local bases to help
military members understand how their skills translate to
civilian jobs
• Formed a new partnership with the Kansas Governor’s Military
Council, which promotes Kansas as a desired location for
Department of Defense retirees and assists in the transfer of
technology between the military and private sector

Honeywell Black Employee Network
The Honeywell Black Employee Network (HBEN) focuses on
increasing black employee participation and contribution to
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EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS
improve leadership throughout the company. In 2017, the group
organized the following:
• Hosted a Career Development Series featuring leaders across
the company
• Supported the Prep-KC Partnership Ignite Event, which
introduced 160 eighth-graders to engineering activities such
as the Robotics Club
• Supported the Black Achievers Society of KC annual
Scholarship Golf Tournament
• Volunteered at the Morning Star Community Center STEM
project, the Society of Women Engineers, and the Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers Conference
• Participated in a Careers in STEM panel discussion with Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Greater Kansas City
• Provided the keynote speaker at the Black Achievers Society
Youth Luncheon and “Men of Color Summit” at Longview
Metropolitan Community College

Teri Cline • Mechanical Engineer III
Teri Cline led the Women’s Council in events and activities
for 2017. The Women’s Council’s mission is to build
an inclusive support system for the encouragement and
professional development of women in the business through
events, networking, and community engagement. The Council
continued their parental resources efforts by adding three new
facilities for nursing mothers. Two of the facilities are Mamava
Pods, which are conveniently located in the factory to better serve
the women working in those areas. The Council, along with our
Human Resources team, developed a maternity plan and created
a streamlined process for newly married employees to change
their name.
Anthony Carey • Senior Manager
Anthony Carey, HBEN lead, was the company’s project lead
for the National Society of Black Engineers Conference held
in Kansas City, MO. The HBEN team coordinated efforts
to showcase our site and hire some of the brightest
engineers in the country. During Black History Month,
they hosted many events. The group visited local

schools for STEM outreach and connects students with successful
professionals. The schools in the Honeywell STEM outreach plan
have shown great success in increased math and science scores on
standardized testing. Anthony received the Jack A. Knuth Award, which
recognizes employees who champion continuous improvement.
Gary Wells • Senior Manager
Gary Wells, a 26-year Air Force veteran, leads the Veterans Committee,
whose vision is to become the recognized employer of choice for
veterans dedicated to continuing service in defense of our nation. Their
mission is to form productive partnerships; enabling us to improve
our business, our community, and our nation. In 2017, Honeywell
partnered with the Veteran’s Community Project to provide transitional
housing and resources for homeless veterans. The Veterans Committee
is currently focusing on recruiting skilled transitioning military
personnel with active security clearances to better meet our customer’s
needs by providing cleared personnel quicker and at lower cost. This
effort will have these employees working on product at a much
quicker pace.
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EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS (continued)
Francisco Garcia-Moreno • Mechanical Engineer III
The Hispanic Network kicked-off late in 2017 with Francisco
Garcia-Moreno as the lead. Francisco had to gather the troops
to support the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
annual conference, which was hosted in Kansas City in
November. He and his team coordinated efforts to showcase
the many opportunities at the Kansas City National Security
Campus (KCNSC), so we could continue to fill our pipeline
of engineers. The Hispanic Network’s mission is to assist in
attaining Honeywell’s vision of delighted customers, worldwide leadership in products and services, and to enhance
profitable growth by ensuring
Hispanic employees are
included in all elements of
Honeywell’s mainstream
businesses.
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Beth King • Purchasing Manager
With the rapid hiring at the KCNSC, the desire
for a young professionals group was apparent.
Beth King, who was selected to sit on the Greater
Kansas City Chamber of Commerce GenKC
Steering Committee, headed up the inaugural Young
Professionals group. The Young Professionals’
mission is to provide opportunities for early-incareer employees to professionally develop, become
engaged in the business, and establish a network
at the KCNSC. Our connections with GenKC have
provided many opportunities for our employees to
network with local community leaders and donate
their time. The Young Professionals spent a
morning reading at Faxon Elementary
School and coordinated a backto-school supply drive for the
Guadalupe Center.

DIVERSITY STRATEGIES
Young Professionals

(continued)

New in 2017, Honeywell established the Young Professionals
group, which has quickly grown to almost 200 members. The Young
Professionals group often pairs with GenKC, the Kansas City Chamber’s
group for 20- to 30-year-old professionals in the Kansas City area. This
year, the group sponsored the Chamber’s “Grow to CEO” panel. Our own
President John Ricciardelli joined the panel to share his experiences
in the workforce. The group also sponsored a school supplies drive,
held a professional development event about how to get promoted,
and organized social events outside of work. The group is working on a
mentoring program for 2018.

• Held Coffee Talks to address challenges, successes, and other
topics relevant to women
• Hosted a book drive for local teachers without access to a library
• Volunteered at Harvesters
• Worked with Human Resources to develop a maternity leave plan
• Increased the number of lactation areas and launched a chat room
for women using the rooms
• Partnered with Honeywell Black Employees Network to organize a
screening of the “Hidden Figures” movie followed by a discussion
about topics related to the movie

Women’s Council

Hispanic Network

The Women’s Council has been working to build an inclusive support
system for the encouragement and professional development of
women at Honeywell. In 2017, the group:

The Hispanic Network partners with Honeywell management at all
levels of the company to create an environment valuing diversity,
removing barriers, and using the unique talents of all employees. In
2017, the Hispanic Network participated in the Diversity and Inclusion
Open House and supported the Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers annual conference.

• Celebrated Women’s History Month featuring events, including
a panel of powerful women from the community to discuss
their careers
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RECRUITING & STAFFING
Ashley Beets • Sr. Staffing Specialist
Honeywell is always on the lookout for strong veteran candidates. The Human
Resource team was excited to meet Ashley Beets, who joined Honeywell in
October of 2017 as a Senior Staffing Specialist. In 2005, Ashley joined the
Navy and was stationed at Pearl Harbor’s USS Arizona memorial to help people
around the world understand the impact of the attack in 1941.
She says 9/11 and the effect it had on the country, as well as her family
history, was a huge draw for her decision to join the Navy. Her grandfather was
also stationed at Pearl Harbor for the Navy and her great grandfather was a
paratrooper in the Army.
Before joining Honeywell, Ashley graduated from and worked at Park
University. While there, she helped many veterans translate their military
experience into finding a job in the civilian world.
“I’ve seen first-hand how challenging it can be for veterans to find a job. I felt
the same way when I left the Navy in 2008.”
Ashley has already contributed in a big way to help veterans in Kansas City. She
joined the build of an ADA-compliant tiny home for the Veterans Community
Project’s Veteran’s Village. When homeless vets move in, she plans to help them
with resume-building and mock interviews. She joined the Veterans employee
group and has helped with their recruiting efforts at Ft. Leavenworth.
“The dynamic at Honeywell is one you don’t encounter often with the mission
of our work, the team building and support I’ve received, plus the passion for
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DIVERSITY STRATEGIES
veterans here just takes my breath away. Honeywell is an amazing
company to work for, especially if you’re a veteran.”

Taiwo Akinola • Mechanical Engineer
With a natural ability in chemistry and math, Houstonian Taiwo Akinola
decided his senior year in high school to pursue engineering. He and his
twin brother ,also pursuing engineering, were accepted at Prairie View A&M
University, one of the top engineering schools in Texas.
“My high school was predominately black and hispanic; I wanted to go to
a school where I was comfortable and close to home,” says Taiwo. “I knew I
wanted to be an engineer and could find a good career coming out of Prairie
View A&M after graduating.”
In 2016, Taiwo heard about the National Society of Black Engineers
National Conference from a friend who attended and received a job offer
from Honeywell Aerospace. Since Taiwo was also interested in the aerospace
industry, he attended the conference in 2017 and the first booth he visited
was Honeywell’s. He landed an interview and learned the position was in
Kansas City supporting the national security mission, which ignited his
passion even more.
“I want the opportunity to continually be challenged and grow my career.
Attending the conference solidified my decision to work at the Kansas
City National Security Campus,” says Taiwo.

Recruitment & Staffing Strategies
Honeywell makes every effort to ensure hiring opportunities
are equally available to all employees by providing access
to employment opportunities within Honeywell and at other
business units within the corporation. Every hiring decision
is reviewed and approved by Human Resources to ensure
consistency with Honeywell’s selection process, as well as
to ensure that job-related criteria are considered in
selection decisions.

Recruiting Partnerships
Honeywell actively participates in career fairs and other
employment-related activities in the community with an
expanded focus on veterans and individuals with disabilities,
using the following diversity organizations to better connect
and ensure a diverse pool of candidates:
• Orion International, leading military recruiting firm
• Show-Me Heroes, cooperative effort between the Missouri
National Guard and the Missouri Workforce Development
• Ft. Leavenworth Career Fair
• Ft. Riley Military Transition Panel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(continued)

Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Full Employment Council
The Kansas City Regional Employment Nexus
Urban League of Greater Kansas City
The Society of American Military Engineers
Operation Hiring Heroes Job Fair
Soaring with Eagle/Weekend with Warriors
National conference participation for
– Society of Women Engineers
– National Society of Black Engineers
– Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
– Grace Hopper

University Relations
Honeywell’s goal is to better align campaign funded projects
and properly target schools in line with our Technology Plan.
In 2017, Honeywell developed new strategies to recruit
and hire talent through research, outreach, and academic
partnerships. We focus our university relations efforts on three
areas: recruiting, outreach, and academic involvement.
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DIVERSITY STRATEGIES (continued)

SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT

In 2017, Honeywell continued using outreach emails to various
student organizations, career services and faculty contacts to promote
upcoming campus events and increase awareness of Honeywell
employment opportunities.

• University of Kansas

Honeywell also creates closer relationships with universities through
Master Collaboration Agreements, which are five-year agreements that
facilitate joint collaborations between university professors, students, and
the Kansas City National Security Campus (KCNSC) to support emerging
technologies for our nation’s security. These agreements are a huge step
forward in establishing a pipeline for skillsets, engaging with academic
institutions, and accelerating Research and Development efforts. With
Master Collaboration Agreements, we can be more strategic with our
recruiting and ultimately change the way we relate to universities by
offering our facilities and real, hands-on industrial experience for students.
Agreements have been signed with the following universities:

• Pittsburg State University

• Missouri University of Science and Technology
• University of Missouri Columbia
• University of Missouri Kansas City
• University of New Mexico
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• Kansas State University
• University of Arkansas
• University of Oklahoma
The agreements pre-negotiate all of the terms and conditions required
for paid contracts and provide for non-monetary exchange of technical
resources, allowing us to send our engineers to the university to get to know
the professors, grad students, and the equipment they have on-site and the
universities can do the same at the KCNSC.
“These types of industry partnerships help to strengthen our commitment
to providing the necessary resources to research faculty, while maintaining
our charge to provide a student-centric learning experience in STEMrelated fields,” University of Missouri-Columbia Provost and Executive Vice
Chancellor Garnett Stokes said. “This new partnership will offer a wealth
of opportunities for students as they continue to grow in their higher
education and professional careers.”

At Honeywell, our collaborative environment extends beyond our walls and into the
classroom. We believe that when we listen to new ideas and respect diversity of experience,
we all benefit.
We have worked on senior design projects with eight universities for the past several years
to help us solve engineering challenges. In 2017, the senior design program expanded to
include the University of Arkansas. In September, ten students from Arkansas University
and their mechanical engineering professor toured the KCNSC and met with senior design
project leads. The students experienced how their projects fit into our business
The manufacturing design problems submitted by Honeywell help improve the quality of
engineering curriculum at local universities. The students learn the value and dynamics of
working in teams as well as the importance of communicating project status and results.
They also learn that real world problems do not necessarily have one correct answer
derivable from engineering formulas in textbooks. These projects provide Honeywell with
concepts that are incorporated into products and processes. The program also gives
Honeywell a recruiting presence on campus that allows us to evaluate some of the region’s
best students.
This winter students from Kansas State University and University of Missouri visited the
KCNSC and presented the results of their capstone projects.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Honeywell ensures the viability of its workforce through the
continuing educational advancement of the current workforce and
the development of our workforce of the future. We drive success
by developing great people with strong talent and skills. We link
learning to results and personal development and create an
environment where learning is a natural part of working together
to improve our competitiveness. Honeywell offers development
through challenging work assignments on the job and on the
manufacturing floor with supervisors, professional trainers, and
process improvement coaches. Much of it is team-based, which
reflects our high-performance work team philosophy.

Continuous Learning Culture

Congratulations to our 2017 graduating class of the
Central Exchange Emerging Leaders development program.
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Every new employee is required to complete the Diversity training
course in the first 90 days to understand Honeywell’s Equal
Employment Opportunity and Workplace Harassment policies, as
well as our definition of diversity. To build cutting-edge products,
we build the best individual skills portfolios in business. Learning
opportunities include on-the-job training, a class from a nearby
college or university, a conference, or an online workshop. Each

employee’s learning plan is tailored to meet his or her goals and
needs based on his or her job.

Central Exchange
The Central Exchange is a preeminent business development
organization for women in Kansas City and regarded as one of the
largest and most influential women’s association in the Midwest.
The organization represents the interests of nearly 1,000 female
and male members through more than 400 personal and
professional development and networking opportunities a year.
Honeywell’s sponsorship provides the following development and
recognition opportunities in 2017 to employees:
• Women in STEMM (WiSTEMM) program sponsorship: puts a
well-deserved spotlight on women in Kansas City working in the
fields of science, technology, engineering, math, and medicine.
• Emerging Leaders program: a 12-month program devoted to
developing future female leaders. In 2017, Honeywell selected
eight women to participate in the program.
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DEVELOPMENT & PARTNERSHIPS
• Leadership Lyceum: the largest leadership development
conference for both women and men in the area. Honeywell
selected 30 women to attend this popular event and brings
improvements back to the organization so all employees benefit.

Kansas City Tomorrow
As the signature leadership development program of The
Civic Council of Greater Kansas City, Kansas City Tomorrow is
committed to developing an expanded business leadership cadre
to solve the challenges facing the region. Kelly Hass, Director
of Manufacturing Product Quality, was selected for the 2017
class in a highly-selective recruiting process. Seeing parts of the
community with a fresh perspective, recognizing the continuing
importance of diversity and inclusion, and understanding the role
of social infrastructure and economic development are all core
focuses of this year’s program.

TECHNICAL FELLOWSHIP

(continued)
Leadership South KC

Jeffrey Burke, Chemical Engineer III, Haley
McKee, Mechanical Engineer II, Tyler Soenen,
Chemical Engineer III and Davis Wilson, Chemical
Engineer II, were selected to participate in the
Technical Fellowship Program, a unique experience
for salaried employees interested in pursuing an
advanced degree in a science or engineering area.
Jeffrey joined the company two years ago. Haley,
an intern turned full-time employee, works in the
Advanced Engineering Simulations and Analysis
group. Tyler started in 2013 as a Chemical Engineer,
and Davis is a welding engineer.

Leadership South Kansas City is a program of the South Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce dedicated to educating participants
about the uniqueness of the community and encourage their
commitment to leadership roles. Michelle Wood, Technical
Manager, and Matt Hizer, Sr. Technical Manager, graduated from
the program in 2017, after learning about effective leadership
dynamics and taking a deep dive into the issues and opportunities
impacting the community.

Technical Exchange
In April, we hosted two Technical Exchanges with the University
of Kansas and Kansas State University, where approximately
20 professors presented their current research. These events
help engineers find partners with universities that can assist in
the research.

Jeffrey Burke
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Haley McKee

Tyler Soenen

“I think there are many great opportunities
here, and I am honored to have been
selected for the technical fellowship
program. This is really a unique benefit
provided by Honeywell, and I have felt
nothing but support and encouragement
to make the most of this opportunity for
technical and professional development,”
says Haley.

Davis Wilson
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DEVELOPMENT & PARTNERSHIPS

DEVELOPMENT: WEAPON INTERN PROGRAM
Ashley Erffmeyer • Sr. Mechanical Engineer
“The Weapon Intern Program at Sandia National
Laboratories is a once in a lifetime experience. Over the
11-month period, I studied the history, policy, physics, and
deployment of nuclear weapons, while being instructed by
retired experts in nuclear weapon design, production, and surveillance.
I also had the opportunity to support the National Nuclear Security
Administration’s (NNSA) Office of Major Modernization Programs for the
last five months of my internship. I was exposed to the development and
execution of early federal program deliverables product realization process
across the Nuclear Security Enterprise (NSE). Since my return to the
Kansas City National Security Campus (KCNSC), I strive to share the broad
technical knowledge I learned as well as the NNSA customer perspective
with my peers. Both are integral to the success of future programs.”

Katie Lin • Sr. Mechanical Engineer
“When I was first selected, my initial reaction was a mixture
of disbelief and relief. I thought about this opportunity and
worked towards it for the past year. It was hard to believe
that I was actually going to get to do it! There is so much that
excites me about this opportunity, but I am most excited about
learning more about the entire NSE. I met two of my classmates this past
week who are Air Force B-52 pilots. It will be very intriguing to learn more
about their experiences and share with them what we do at Kansas City.”
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Mitchel Shields • Sr. Mechanical Engineer
“The Sandia Weapon Intern Program helped me better
understand the specific missions and unique challenges
of each site within the NSE. Participating in the program
was a fantastic opportunity to learn about nuclear policy and
the variety of treaties that have influenced our enduring stockpile, as well
as weapon design and deployment. Tours of military installations and the
briefings we received reinforced the importance of our duty to maintain the
stockpile and how KCNSC is an integral partner with the other agencies within
our enterprise. I made lasting friendships across sites that help me more
thoroughly appreciate customer requirements and design pressures, and I have
leveraged those experiences to assist with my role as a Systems Engineer here
in Kansas City.”

Kelsey Salzman • Sr. Mechanical Engineer
“I have always enjoyed learning about the history of the
enterprise and different systems. Several mentors through
my career encouraged me to reach out to previous weapon
interns to learn more about the program after discussing my
interests and career goals. I met with several alumni and learned about
their experiences, which continued to spark my curiosity about the
program and ultimately aided in my decision to apply.”

Sandia Nuclear Weapon Internship Program
This program trains the future stewards of the nuclear weapons stockpile and
provides interns with detailed knowledge of nuclear weapons and the NSE.
Employees selected for the program undergo a unique and intensive oneyear assignment at Sandia National Laboratories. The goal is to accelerate
the development of engineers and scientists in their understanding of the
nuclear weapons stockpile to help assure it remains safe, secure, and reliable.
Participants are exposed to a program similar to a graduate-level curriculum,
including a variety of classroom training, hands-on experience, and trips to
NNSA and Department of Defense (DOD) facilities.
In 2017, Ashley Erffmeyer, Mechanical Engineer, III, Katie Lin, Industrial
Engineer III, Kelsey Salzman, Mechanical Engineer II, and Mitchel Shields, Sr.
Mechanical Engineer served as interns.

Residency Opportunities
Honeywell provides opportunities for employees to develop skills and
gain experience through residencies at offices and sites throughout the
Department of Energy’s (DOE) NNSA. Employees participated in residencies
at Pantex and Sandia National Laboratories as well as for the DOD and
the NNSA in New Mexico and Washington, DC. These residencies provide
management and technical experience. Acting in an advisory role, the
individual helps plan, define requirements, and review programs and
engineering studies relating to science-based manufacturing and applied

(continued)

technologies for the Stockpile Stewardship Program. In some cases they
provide expertise and guidance on nuclear weapons manufacturing policies,
issues and practices. In 2017, the following served in a residency:
• Wallace Hogan, Senior Project Analyst, is supporting the Nuclear Incident
Response in Washington, DC
• Karen Geisler, Lead Project Manager, is at NNSA’s Office of Nuclear Weapon
Stockpile in Albuquerque, NM
• Mary Schwartz, Principal Program Manager, is at NNSA’s Office of Nuclear
Weapon Stockpile in Albuquerque, NM
• Michael Sheets, Lead Project Manager, is at the Office of Emergency
Response in Washington, DC
• Rob Steinhoff, Engineer Fellow, is at NNSA’s Office of Defense Programs in
Washington, DC
• Danielle Fuller, Electrical Engineer, is supporting the DOD Office of Nuclear
Matters in Washington, DC
• Tom Monroe, Technical Manager, is supporting the Office of Material
Management & Tech Maturation in Washington, DC
• Steve Finkral, Sr. Project Analyst, is supporting the Air Force in
Albuquerque, NM
• Lee Dixson, Technical Manager, is at Pantex in Amarillo, TX
• Josh Schnitzler, Mechanical Engineer, is at Sandia National Laboratories,
in Albuquerque, NM
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & PARTNERSHIPS
Honeywell’s community engagement efforts have increased
significantly in 2017 with a $1 million dollar commitment focused
on STEM education, family safety and security, housing and shelter,
and military and veterans support. In addition to financial support,
more than 500 Honeywell employees donated more than 8,500
hours in STEM outreach and community service through the
following projects:
• STEM: Whether hosting 75 fifth graders for the solar eclipse or
providing STEM education workshops for students across the
metro, Honeywell’s STEM outreach impacted and inspired nearly
5,000 children across Kansas City. Honeywell proudly hosted
the regional competition for the Kansas and Missouri Science
Bowl, provided coaching and mentor support for FIRST Robotics
teams, and hosted IGNITE science and math events for hundreds
of students.
• Child Safety & Security: Honeywell helped deliver family safety,
security and child mental health resources to more than 1,600
children and parents through its presenting sponsorship of
Crittenton’s Rock It event at Union Station. Sesame Street’s Elmo
and Rosita dazzled the children with live performances, while
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Honeywell volunteers worked directly with parents to help build
stronger families. Employees also made 18,500 BackSnacks for
students through Harvesters, and distributed 3,500 child locator
bracelets to families at Whiteman Air Force Base.
• Housing and Shelter: Nearly 100 Honeywell volunteers grabbed
hammers, tool belts, and power tools to raise the roof of a new
ADA-compliant “tiny home” for Veterans Community Project’s
Veteran’s Village. The cozy little house, which includes a full
kitchen and bathroom, will become a warm, safe, and secure
home for a homeless veteran.
• Military & Veterans Support: In honor of 9/11 National Day of
Service and Remembrance, Honeywell partnered with national
security sites across the country to host a donation drive
benefiting homeless veterans. Honeywell veterans delivered
dozens of winter coats, hats, and gloves to Veterans Community
Project. Honeywell veterans also teamed up with Camp Valor
Outdoors to provide equipment, supplies, and volunteer labor to
beautify the camp for wounded warriors

About 200 Honeywell employees volunteered to build the first
ADA-compliant tiny home as part of the Veterans Community
Project Veteran’s Village, which will feature 50 tiny homes to
shelter more than 200 homeless veterans in Kansas City.
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ENGAGEMENT & PARTNERSHIPS
Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy
This program provides students 16-18 years old with a unique
opportunity to build and hone their leadership skills by tackling
real-world challenges in STEM. It is exclusive to full-time Honeywell
employees and is a week-long program at the U.S. Space & Rocket
Center in Huntsville, Alabama, to introduce students to the legacy of
the American Space Program.
• 12 children of Honeywell employees were among 300 students
from 36 countries

(continued)

technologically competitive and to fill the pipeline with
future employees.
• On March 4, more than 100 Honeywell employees volunteered to
support the Regional Science Bowl competition, volunteering as
moderators, timekeepers, and scorekeepers and more than 250
students competed.
• Honeywell also supports the national competition held in
Washington, DC, in April.

Science Knowledge Bowl
Bailey Kidd had an out-of-this-world experience when she attended the Honeywell Leadership
Challenge Academy at NASA’s Space Academy in 2017. Nearly 300 students from 36
countries built their leadership skills by meeting scientists, engineers and former astronauts.
They also strengthen STEM capabilities through building rockets and participating in simulated
astronaut training, shuttle missions and a moon walk. “The best part, in my opinion, was
learning from all the other teens there – about their culture and lifestyle,” said Bailey.
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Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and Honeywell, this
academic competition brings high and middle school students
from Kansas and Missouri together to compete in a game
show-style competition, answering questions about biology,
chemistry, earth and space sciences, mathematics, and
computer science. Support for the Science Knowledge
Bowl is an important piece of Honeywell’s and the
National Nuclear Security Administration’s efforts to
promote STEM education in order to keep America

Honeywell congratulates the students from Olathe North High School in Olathe,
Kansas, and Fort Zumwalt South High School in St. Peters, Missouri, for winning
the regional high school Science Bowl competition. Students at Aubry Bend
Middle School in Overland Park, Kansas, won the middle school competition.
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(continued)

FIRST Robotics

HOPE Scholarship

(For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology)
FIRST Robotics is a growing nationwide program that helps high
school students discover how interesting and rewarding the life of
engineers and researchers can be. Through FIRST, students form
cross-functional teams guided by mentors to design and build a
robot, competing against others across the nation. The vision of
the program is to create a world where science and technology are
celebrated, and where young people dream of becoming science
and technology heroes.
• Of the 50 teams competing in the Kansas City Regional
competition, Honeywell supported 30 as mentors.
• More than 50 Honeywell employees devoted their time and
talent to mentor and support FIRST teams, and many more
employees volunteered to help conduct the regional
competition in March.
• Honeywell donated $10,000 toward the Kansas City
Regional competition.
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Honeywell created the Honeywell Opportunity for Prosperity
through Education (HOPE) Scholarship to cultivate the next
generation of skilled workers and to provide strong career
opportunities for students from low to moderate income families.
The scholarships are exclusively for students who plan to pursue
careers in manufacturing and skilled trade. In addition to the
scholarship, the students are also paired with Honeywell mentors
for career coaching and support.
Dylan Hernandez, a graduate of Grandview High School, is the
first student to receive a full-ride scholarship. Dylan was raised
by a single mother and worked 40 hours a week at a fast food
restaurant during high school to help support his family. Dylan is
currently pursuing an associate’s degree in applied science with a
focus on electronics.
Dylan Hernandez, a 2017 graduate of Grandview High School, is the
first full-ride HOPE Scholarship recipient. His uncle, a military veteran,
attended Honeywell’s Education Day Awards Celebration.
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Nyeland-Shuth Scholarship
The annual Nyeland-Shuth Scholarship is awarded to graduating
high school seniors who have a parent or legal guardian that is
retired or employed by Honeywell. Applications are evaluated
on academic achievement, creativity, leadership, and
involvement. In 2017, six children of Honeywell
employees received $1,000 scholarships to help
pay college expenses.

Harvesters

Our leaders and employees get in the spirit of giving each December for the
Coats for Kids Honeywell Challenge. Not only does Honeywell match business
monetary donations up to $10,000, we also donate several bags of coats for
those in need. On the right are the 2017 Nyeland-Shuth Scholarship winners.
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Honeywell continues to support
Harvesters, a Kansas City-area food
bank, through food drives and the
Back Snack program, which provides
weekly food for school children to
take home for the weekend. Each
month, Honeywell sends a team to
fill support the BackSnack Program.
In 2017, Honeywell volunteers
packed 18,500 BackSnack foodkits.

(continued)

Coats for Kids
Coats for Kids provide new and used coats to children in need in
the Kansas City community. For the past 9 years, Honeywell has
challenged area businesses to raise money for the program, offering
to match the contributions up to $10,000. In December 2017,
Honeywell raised nearly $22,000 for the program and more than
50 coats.

Girl Scouts SPARK
This year, Honeywell hosted 25 Girl Scouts at the Kansas City
National Security Campus as part of the Girl Scouts SPARK Events
designed to inspire girls to dream big when they think about their
future and bring girls together with STEM professionals. The event
helped to inspire girls to create and build and consider careers in
engineering and manufacturing.
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(continued)

Honeywell also made financial contributions and provided
volunteers in 2017 to the following organizations:
• KC STEM Alliance-Project Lead the Way
• PREP KC-Math Relay & Career Jumping
• FIRST Lego League
• Introduce a Girl to Engineering
• Science Pioneers

leaders, the program also includes the presentation of scholarships
to students excelling academically and in need of financial
assistance. Honeywell also has several employees who are Officers.

Black Achievers in Business & Industry Award
The Greater Kansas City Southern Christian Leadership
Conference’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday Celebration has grown
into one of the most extensive observances of Dr. King’s birthday in
the nation, and an important part is the Black Achievers in Business
and Industry Recognition Dinner. The evening recognizes black
executives and managers making significant contributions to their
company and the community. In support of the next generation of

• In 2017, Honeywell announced the launch of a new $20,000
scholarship, “Honeywell Black Achievers Society Engineering
Education Partnership”.
• In 2017, Honeywell employees David Ross and RaShawnda
Walker were recognized as Black Achievers.
• Honeywell Black Achievers mentored at the Youth Leadership
Development Workshop, sponsored the Youth Scholarship
Luncheon, and managed the golf tournaments, raising funds for
youth in the community. The value and hours total over $5,000.

Congratulations to Black Achievers
RaShawnda Walker and David Ross.
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New Mexico Community
Honeywell’s New Mexico Operations supported the Albuquerque
community in a big way. Together, the team raised nearly
$20,000 for Big Brothers Big Sisters through its Bowl for Kids’
Sake fundraiser. They also helped deliver science and math
education to nearly 1,500 students through their support
of the Discovery Festival, the largest STEM education
event in the community. The team also collected
hundreds of much-needed supplies and items for
an organization that trains shelter dogs to become
service animals for wounded warriors.

Supporting the Albuquerque community is a passion for approximately 200
employees working at the New Mexico Operations. In addition to supporting
Big Brothers Big Sisters each year, they also join the annual ALS walk in support
of a long-time employee who passed away from the disease.
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Nearly 1500 students
attended the New Mexico
STEM Discovery Fest cosponsored by Honeywell.
That’s a lot of future engineers!
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SMALL BUSINESS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Honeywell encourages small, women-owned, and minorityowned businesses to become suppliers at the Kansas City
National Security Campus (KCNSC) and participate in technology
transfer opportunities.
Honeywell developed a new five-year strategic plan for its Small
Business Program with focus areas of metrics, outreach, supplier
development, and innovation. Small business performance is
reviewed monthly by our customer and status is reported as
part of the purchasing organization’s metrics. In addition to
our performance focus, buyers are encouraged to recognize
outstanding small business suppliers in local and national awards
nomination channels.
Honeywell’s small business subcontracting plan focuses on
purchasing commitments with suppliers in six socio-economic
categories. FY17 goals were exceeded in each category.
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Outreach
Honeywell participates in outreach in the greater Kansas City
and Albuquerque business communities. Honeywell is an
active member of the Kansas City Procurement Round Table
and its Supplier Diversity Committee, as well as the Chambers
of Commerce.
In FY17, Honeywell employees supported 15 outreach events
that included participation in five business matchmaking forums,
four opportunities to exhibit, and 14 supplier networking/awards
events. Programs and events included:
• The Department of Energy’s Small Business Forum & Expo
• Metropolitan Community College’s 5th Annual
Procurement Event
• Metropolitan Community College’s Midwest Supplier
Diversity Expo
• Metropolitan Community College’s Veteran Owned Outreach
Business Forum

FY17 performance percentages
SB Category

Goal

Result

Small Business

52.0%

55.89%

Small Disadvantaged

5.0%

9.69%

Women-owned

6.0%

9.26%

HUB Zone

3.0%

3.13%

Veteran-owned

6.0%

7.13%

Service-Disabled Veteran-owned

3.2%

3.96%
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• Women Impacting Public Policy Albuquerque
ChallengeHER Event
• Mountain Plains Minority Supplier Development Council State
of Minority Business: Economic Outlook
• KC KS Unified Government Supplier Diversity Expo
• KC Chamber Small Business Procurement Events
• Greater KC Federal Executive Board SB Networking Events
• New Mexico Veterans Business Advocates B2B Expo
• Kansas City Procurement Round Table Supplier Spotlight
• South KC Alliance 2017 Economic Development Summit

Supplier Development
Honeywell FM&T Procurement Director Curtis Mears
received the DOE Office of Small & Disadvantaged
Business Utilization’s Director’s Excellence Award.
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A formal Department of Energy (DOE) Mentor-Protégé Agreement
with UltraTech Aerospace was focused on two projects: Lean and
Welding. The progress made by the supplier under Honeywell’s
coaching was outstanding and resulted in nominations for DOE’s
FY17 Mentor of the Year and Protégé of the Year.

(continued)

The first Kansas City National Security Campus Small Business
Supplier Symposium was hosted by Honeywell in 2017. The
event involved 68 suppliers participating in networking with
internal customers, workshops led by Honeywell subject matter
experts, and a Small Business Awards Ceremony that recognized
outstanding contributions to the Small Business Program by
select small business suppliers and Honeywell employees.

Innovation
A Small Business Supplier Council was formed in 2017 to provide
input to the Small Business Program. Nine of Honeywell’s small
business suppliers agreed to serve on the council for two years. The
Council provided valuable guidance on setting up and hosting the
first KCNSC Small Business Supplier Symposium in 2017.
The Small Business Continuous Improvement Roadshow concept
was piloted in 2017. Honeywell visited three suppliers, observed
continuous improvements made by the supplier, and recognized
the supplier with a Roadshow Token. This initiative was developed
to encourage a culture of continuous improvement at our small
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business suppliers and to provide linkage to our other supplier
development opportunities.
A new www.kcnscsupplier.com Supplier Portal was implemented
in 2017 to connect potential and current suppliers to Honeywell.
The Supplier Portal includes an improved Supplier Interest Form
and corresponding database of interested suppliers as well as a
Dashboard of up to seven supplier specific performance and order/
payment status reports for current suppliers.

(continued)

FY17 Highlights
Kansas City National Security Campus Small
Business Supplier Symposium
New Honeywell User Experience Inspired
Supplier Portal
Small Business Continuous Improvement
Roadshow Pilot
Launched Small Business Supplier Council
Met all Socio-Economic Spend Goals for FY17
As part of the Department of Energy MentorProtégé Agreement, several Honeywell Lean Experts
have been coaching UltraTech Aerospace on how to
make their business more efficient.
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Honeywell highlighted the new Supplier Portal at
the first Small Business Supplier Symposium.
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